C-RISE Tutorial Series

Tips for An Effective Presentation:
Tutorial on LaTeX

The Centre for Risk, Integrity and Safety Engineering (C-RISE) offers tutorials on topics related to safety, risk and reliability engineering.

Summary:
A presentation is an adaptive tool for various situations and publics. The objective is to get a message across to the audience to serve a purpose. Mastering the art of presentation is mastering one of the key elements of professional and academic communication. Some useful tips and a hands-on tutorial on LaTeX, a high-quality typesetting system for technical and scientific documentation, will be given in this tutorial session. Q&A and discussion session will follow.

Facilitator: Dr Salim Ahmed joined MUN in February 2012 as an Assistant Professor where he teaches both undergraduate and graduate courses in Process and Oil and Gas Engineering Programs. He is the author of more than 60 research papers. His research focus is on the design of early warning systems for process industries.

When: Tuesday, September 18, 2018, 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Where: EN4000 - Engineering Faculty Lounge
Join us after the session for our C-RISE Fall Welcome & Orientation.
RSVP requested by: Monday, September 17, 2018 to the program coordinators (nling@mun.ca) or (m.talebberrouane@mun.ca).

All are welcome to attend